To Be Continued

ACROSS
1 Tooth problem
5 Baby, of early movies
10 An Ali
14 Debatable
15 See 34 Down
16 Verve
17 Best Picture, 1954
20 Thai canal
21 Manner of feeling
22 Move about
24 In the manner of
25 __ Aviv
28 Latin poet
30 Prevents, in law
35 Grows older
37 Collection of narrative poems
39 Pianist Chick
40 Magazine can be read this way
43 Domingo, e.g.
44 Mrs. Charles
45 Ms. Sommer
46 Presented
48 Roué
50 Draft org.
51 Time
53 Dee jay's LP, often
55 Consultants
60 Feel
63 Box-office smash of 1985
66 Raison d'__
67 Soft, in music
68 Skip over
69 Not as much
70 Passover feast

DOWN
1 I love, to 28 Across
2 Bop
3 __ Baltimore
4 Group character
5 Legislator
6 Guido's high note
7 Actress Moreno
8 __ Culp Hobby
9 Dr. Seuss's turtle
10 Ernie's Muppet buddy
11 Baseball family name
12 Group
13 Poker play
18 Within: prefix
19 Complete failure
23 Wisconsin college
25 William Howard and Helen
26 Wading bird
27 Met soprano Mitchell
29 Giving person?
31 Start of a soliloquy
32 Some exams
33 Tiny kisses
34 With 15 Across, gosh!
36 Air pollution
38 Fine fiddle
41 Most unencumbered
42 __ granted: assumes
47 Sags
49 Australian bird
52 Bandleader Shaw
54 __ of Old Smoky
55 Eve's boy
56 Go out with
57 TV adjuncts
58 Turner and Eisenhower
59 Food fish
61 Kind of wrestling
62 The Emerald Isle
64 Compass pt.
65 Summer, in Paris
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